Family Bulletin 2022

Development and Peace – Caritas Canada is pleased to provide these Family Reflection Tools
for the Sundays of Lent. These weekly reflections are meant to help bring the discussion
of the Gospel and our Lenten mission into the family home and to support family reflection
and prayer throughout Lent.
Some of these reflections are linked to additional resources for engaging families
in discussion, prayer, fasting and almsgiving. All our resources are available at
devp.org/lent/resources. Please feel free to share these Family Reflection Tools on your
parish website, in newsletters or bulletins or, where possible, as church handouts.
Feel free to contact comms@devp.org with any questions or feedback.
Wishing you a blessed Lenten journey!
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1st Sunday of Lent
Luke 4:1-13

Jesus is the healer of the poor
Jesus is baptized and then whisked away into the desert by the Holy Spirit. He is preparing for his
ministry. He is taking serious time away from the daily distractions to connect with God and prepare
himself to take up the role of Teacher, Leader, and Servant. While in the desert, though, he faces
the devil.
Satan does not recognize how different Jesus is from everyone else. Therefore, he thinks he can
tempt Jesus. However, Jesus did not come to fight the devil: he was already God, he was already
stronger than the devil and did not need to prove it. He rebuffs Satan’s offers, recognizing that as
the Son of God, his role and his ministry are far greater than what Satan can envision.
In the desert, Satan underestimated God. Do we sometimes underestimate God in our own way?
Do we think we can bargain with him (”if You help me do well on my test, I will be nicer to my little
sister”)? Do we think we can imagine limits to God’s power with our own image of love (“Not even
God will forgive what I’ve just done”)?
Jesus doesn’t fall for that. He sees through our lack of preparation for the test and loves us anyway.
He doesn’t bargain, he doesn’t placate us or reward us for small improvements. He knows if our
Lenten offering is minimal and done to impress someone, or on the contrary, if it’s an earnest effort
to grow closer to him.
We need God’s help when facing temptation. Let us use this week to focus on our prayer time. It’s
important to ask God for the things we need, but we also need to say “Thank You” for his love and
presence, for the people he has allowed us to know and love, and for providing us with what we need.
This week, set your focus for Lent: what will you remove or reduce to give more time and attention
to God? How will you use your time and energy to grow with God and to serve others this Lent?

Discussion questions:
J What will our family do to grow closer to God this Lent?
J How can we support each other in our Lenten Journey?
Follow your Lenten days with Development and Peace’s Solidarity Calendar, visit devp.org/lentcalendar
to print out your copy, colour it to your liking and put it up in a visible place in your home!
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2nd Sunday of Lent
Luke 9:28b-36

The Transfiguration

A voice came from the cloud, saying, “This is my Son, whom I have
chosen; listen to him.”
Imagine sitting with a friend on a hill, reflecting and praying. Suddenly, angels appear beside your
friend, chatting with them, and a voice from the clouds speaks to you. How would you react?
Scripture tells us that the disciples kept quiet in those days and did not share what they had witnessed.
We know they kept following Jesus and learning from him. Notice that Jesus neither prepared his
disciples in advance nor did he debrief the experience with them to ensure they understood what
they had seen. He trusted his disciples to witness the event and trusted the Spirit to work in them
as he continued to journey with them. He approaches us the same way: he does not hide truth and
love from us, but shares it freely and invites us without pushing us.
We are not expected to get to know Jesus by ourselves, to understand the Bible on our own or to
get all of our directions through individual prayer. All three readings today point toward communities
growing and journeying together: Abram was promised many descendants, Saint Paul instructed the
Philippians to observe and imitate those who lived according to Christ’s teachings, and Jesus lived
in community with his disciples and met with prophets that came before him.
We need community to teach us, support us and walk with us as we live this Christian journey. Just as
Christ challenged the disciples, we also need to ensure our community includes those who challenge
us with the truth of Jesus’ message, and who help us connect to the margins of our society. We have
to practice improving our community, inviting and supporting others with the same truth, patience
and compassion that Jesus offers us.

Discussion questions:
J As a family, how can we do better at praying together and for each other?
J How can we build our community to grow more and to invite others in?
This week on the Solidarity Calendar: learn how some communities in the Global South are harmed
by irresponsible Canadian companies and discover who is acting for justice. Print out your calendar
by visiting devp.org/lentcalendar!
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3rd Sunday of Lent
Luke 13:1-9

This Sunday’s Gospel illustrates how Jesus used current events to show how God wants us to live
in the world. This method of teaching and the lessons we can learn from it are still relevant today.
The first part of the Gospel responds to the then-held belief that bad things happen to bad people; that
if something bad happened in your life, it was because you had sinned and you were consequently
being punished. However, that’s not how things go; that’s not how God relates to us.
Today, a similar error is often made when we think those who struggle with poverty must be doing
something wrong – that they need to work harder, that they need to be taught, that they caused their
situation or at least aren’t working hard enough to fix it. This is also not how poverty works, and not
how God wants us to relate to others.
Jesus tells us that we should not judge others or the reasons for their suffering. We should simply
examine where we have failed to love ourselves, others, and God. Wherever we see weakness and
sin, we need to put energy into growing more love. Similarly, we are called not to judge those who
are impoverished, but instead learn about the causes of poverty and injustice to put our energy into
making the world a fairer place.
Neither of these tasks are easy, but they are related. Just like the examples in the Gospel, people
today are harmed and impoverished due to the actions of others. And while accidents still happen
today, sometimes accidents aren’t accidents: “natural” disasters – which disproportionately affect
the poor – have been made stronger and more frequent by the actions and inactions of the wealthy
in our world.
Addressing the causes of global poverty requires that we examine how our choices affect others
and that we seriously look at how we can live simpler lives and share more. This can take time and
effort to learn, as well as humility to accept. In fact, Lent is the perfect time to start – or deepen – our
journey of solidarity.
The second part of the Gospel teaches us that God is patient and will keep calling our name, just like
the gardener gave the fig tree another year while nurturing and caring for it. God never promised us
an easy life – or an easy Lent. He promised to be with us on the journey and gave us a family and
community to journey with. This Lent, you are invited to walk in solidarity with those who are struggling
around the world and to consider sharing what you have with those in need.
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Discussion questions:
J What assumptions do we have about those who struggle with poverty? How can we
learn about the causes of poverty together and practice speaking about impoverished
people with dignity and respect?
J How can we use this Lent to share more with those who are struggling? What
changes do we need to make in our family to live in better solidarity with those
who are impoverished?
This week on the Solidarity Calendar: learn about the devastating effects of climate change on
communities around the world and see how you can put people and the planet first.
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4th Sunday of Lent
Luke 15:1-3, 11-32

Sometimes, when we hear the same thing over and over, it loses its meaning. We know we should
pray, attend mass, give to charity, be nice and say thank you. Every week, the priest or deacon tells us
some variation of “go and live the Gospel in your lives”, but what many of us hear is “your obligation
is fulfilled, you are free to get on with your day”.
The father in today’s Gospel did not receive the news that his son was coming with skepticism, or
even caution. He must have been watching the road, because he ran to his son and greeted him
before immediately starting the preparations for the celebration.
The story could have ended there if it was just about God’s forgiveness and love for us. However, it
continues with the father giving the elder son an important correction: that following the rules without
being connected to God is also missing the mark. The elder brother expected to be offered a reward,
while the father pointed out that it had been there for his enjoyment all along, already given.
Like the elder brother, if we follow the rules but forget the relationship, we miss the important things.
If we are focused on our own worthiness, or on the list of things to do, we miss out on amazing
opportunities to connect with others.
Following Christ is not about rules. It is about loving earnestly, enthusiastically, and wholly, like the
father who ran to greet his son. As Saint Paul says, we are to be “ambassadors for Christ” as we are
reconciled to God.
What a radical world our place would be if we went out and served, healed and offered compassion
the way Christ did! What amazing changes we could bring to our world if we combated injustice with
the same vigour and clarity as Christ did! What an amazing church we could be if we went out and
lived the Gospel in our lives!

Discussion questions:
J How will our family “go and live the Gospel in our lives” this week?
J How will we make “living the Gospel in our lives” a regular practice?
This week, the Solidarity Calendar poses fundamental questions about how to live in solidarity as we
prepare for next week’s Share Lent collection. View the calendar at devp.org/lentcalendar.
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5th Sunday of Lent
John 8:1-11

Solidarity Sunday
The scribes and pharisees were not pleased with how Jesus broke social norms that excluded people
to teach a more loving, forgiving and supportive way of being. When the pharisees and scribes came
to confront him, Jesus let them argue while he drew in the sand. Whether he was drawing something
of meaning or simply doodling is not recorded. He does not engage with them. They came to trap
him, not to dialogue with him – therefore, he does not play their game.
The scribes were merely using the woman to make a point. She is not considered a person, not
treated with compassion, not named or allowed to speak. That tendency is all too common today. In
response, Christ ignores the legalistic trap that the pharisees describe to him. He addresses their sin
and then treats the woman with dignity, offering compassion and truth.
Often, when we try to live out our love through charitable actions, “the poor” are not named, and
the only time we hear their voice is to extend gratitude for our generosity. They become a passive
recipient of our benevolence.
Recognizing that every kind of poverty today has a cause, we must have the humility to listen to
those who struggle with poverty, to hear how our lives are connected, and how we can take action to
change systems that hurt people. We can then learn to make lifestyle changes as a way of lessening
the burden on others and try to develop a relationship of solidarity with our sisters and brothers.

Discussion questions:
J Where in our lives do we see people being used as pawns rather than treated
with dignity?
J What can we do to recognize these people, listen to them, and encounter them?
Today is Solidarity Sunday, a day set aside by the Canadian Catholic Bishops to support the work
of Development and Peace – Caritas Canada, the official international development organization
of the Catholic Church in Canada. Listen to the voices of our partners and learn how we support
leaders in their own communities, as well as how we work in solidarity to address the root causes
of poverty here at home.
Please give from the heart!
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6th Sunday of Lent
Palm Sunday of the Passion of the Lord
Luke 19: 28-40 and Luke 22: 14-23:56

Two parades
In today’s two Gospels, Jesus’ entry into Jerusalem is contrasted with his walk to Calvary. The waving
of palms and spruce branches as we begin our Mass today serves to welcome our King. That he is a
King of Peace is symbolized by his riding of a donkey, as opposed to battle kings who rode horses.
The people welcomed him, crying “Hosanna” (a special celebration of one who saves). They were
welcoming their liberator. However, they had a different expectation of how the following week would
play out.
Indeed, Christ’s followers thought Jesus would become their literal King, replacing the existing ruler
and taking over the government. Instead, he was arrested, beaten, and questioned by the judge. He
did not defend himself or fight back. He even told his disciples not to fight to defend him, but to let
it happen. What kind of King was this?
A week earlier, the crowds had celebrated Jesus’ return to Jerusalem as King. Now, the crowds asked
to have him crucified, the guards mocked him, and he was put to death. Some disciples went into
hiding, denying they knew him.
How do we react when our opinion is not popular – do we stand up and defend our values, or do we
tend to follow the crowd for fear of being different?
Jesus asks us to be like him: to speak out for those who are ignored or excluded, to treat with respect
people who are forgotten or cast aside, and to see in each person his own likeness. He asks us to
carry his voice, even when it is difficult or it costs us comfort.

Discussion questions:
J Who is in most need of our courage and faithfulness today?
J Where do you see unfair rules in your life? What can we do about these unfair
rules?
J Where are we called to stand up and raise our voice for what is right? How will
we do this?
Learn more about solidarity and hear from our partners in the Global South at devp.org. You can even
become a member to continue growing with this approach based on dignity and solidarity!
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